1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Ferrous oxalate is a simple metal organic framework co-ordinated polymer. Recently, ferrous oxalate has been extensively studied because of its applications in many fields \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]\]. The synthesis plays an important role in uncovering their shape-dependent properties and fully achieving their potential practical applications. In spite of the fact that it is used in many fields, only few papers deal with the precipitation kinetics of ferrous oxalate. Abdel-Ghafar and Abdel-Aal \[[@bib5]\] studied nucleation aspects and morphology of iron (II) oxalate dihydrate crystals in water and diluted phosphoric acid media. But the nucleation rate expression was calculated according to the equation reported in a handbook.

For the nucleation step, two reactive solutions are homogeneously and rapidly mixed in a short tube, where the high supersaturation generates primary nucleation. Then the solution is instantaneously diluted into a solution with stirring, where nuclei grow to the detectable size range. The dilution ratio must be suitable to avoid crystal nucleus dissolving, secondary nucleation and agglomeration in the dilution. The applications of this method are reported for determining precipitation kinetics by examples: hexahydrated tetravalent uranium oxalate \[[@bib6]\], barium carbonate \[[@bib7]\], struvite \[[@bib8]\], gypsum \[[@bib9]\]. However, the dilution ratio has not been mentioned in all the papers published and only the supersaturation ratios are shown. Even though, the supersaturation ratios in the dilution tank are different from each other in these papers, such as the supersaturation ratio 6 in \[[@bib7]\], 1.83～3.44 in \[[@bib8]\], 0.92～4.61 in \[[@bib9]\] and no mentioned in \[[@bib6]\]. For this reason, the objective of this article is to describe the method of achieving the dilution ratio, and to confirm the supersaturation ratio in the dilution tank.

1.1. Nucleation {#sec1.1}
---------------

According to the classical nucleation theory \[[@bib10]\], the primary nucleation rate can be shown as follows:$$R_{N} = B_{\hom} = A\ \exp\left\{ \frac{- B}{\left\lbrack \ln\ S \right\rbrack^{2}} \right\}$$where *R*~*N*~ represents the number of nuclei formed per unit volume and time, *A* and *B* are the nucleation kinetic parameters and *S* is the supersaturation ratio defined as follows:$$S = \frac{C_{Fe^{2 +}}}{C_{Fe^{2 +}equ}}$$where *C*~*(Fe2+)*~ is the concentration of ferrous in solution.

The nucleation rate is calculated from the total number of nuclei formed:$$R_{N} = \frac{n}{V_{tube} \cdot t_{tube}}$$where *V*~*tube*~ is the tube volume, *t*~*tube*~ is the nucleation process time and *n* is the total nuclei number. [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is used to fit the experimental nucleation rate obtained from different supersaturation ratio values in order to get the kinetic parameters *A* and *B*.

1.2. Crystal growth {#sec1.2}
-------------------

In a perfectly mixed batch reactor, where only the size-independent crystal growth occurs, the population density balance equation is \[[@bib11]\]:$$\frac{\partial n\left( L,t \right)}{\partial t} + G\left( t \right)\frac{\partial n\left( L,t \right)}{\partial L} = 0$$where *L* is the characteristic particle size, *n(L,t)* is the population density and *G(t)* is the crystal growth rate.

The following relation can be obtained \[[@bib6]\]:$$- \frac{d\left\lbrack {Fe\left( II \right)} \right\rbrack}{dt} = \frac{3n_{S}\left( t \right){\int_{0}^{\infty}{\frac{g\left( L,t \right)}{L}dL}}}{V_{L}}G\left( t \right)$$where *n*~*s*~*(t)=V*~*s*~*C*~*s*~*(t)*, *n*~*s*~*(t)* is the solid particle mole number in the suspension, *V*~*S*~ and *C*~*s*~*(t)* are the suspension volume in the crystallizer and the solid concentration in the suspension, respectively, *g(L,t)* is the initial mass size distribution of the seed charge in the suspension, *V*~*L*~ is the volume of solution.

Then the G(t) can be expressed by the following formula:$$G\left( t \right) = - \frac{d\left\lbrack {Fe\left( II \right)} \right\rbrack}{dt}\frac{V_{L}}{3n_{S}\left( t \right){\int_{0}^{\infty}{\frac{g\left( L,t \right)}{L}dL}}}$$

On the other hand, the crystal growth rate *G(t)* is generally expressed as follows \[[@bib12]\]:where *k*~*g*~ is the kinetic constant, *C*~*(Fe*~^*2+*^~*)*~ and *C*~*(Fe*~^*2+*^~*)equ*~ are the initial and equilibrium concentrations of ferrous in solution.

1.3. Dilution ratio in nucleation {#sec1.3}
---------------------------------

During the nucleation, the dilution ratio in the tank must be suitable to avoid crystal nucleus dissolving, secondary nucleation and agglomeration in the dilution tank occuring. The dilution ratio depends on the concentrations of ferrous and oxalate acid. A new method is proposed to calculate the dilution ratio. If the two reaction solutions were diluted by the solution in the tank directly without passing through the nucleation tube, then the initial apparent supersaturation ratio S' in the dilution tank was:$$S^{'} = \sqrt[{m + n}]{\frac{\left\lbrack \frac{c_{Fe^{2 +}}}{2N} \right\rbrack^{m} \cdot \left\lbrack \frac{c_{C2O4^{2 -}}}{2N} \right\rbrack^{n}}{c_{Fe^{2 +}equ}^{m} \cdot c_{C2O4^{2 -}equ}^{n}}}$$where *C*~*(Fe*~^*2+*^~*)*~ and C~(C2O4~^2-^~)~ are the concentrations of ferrous and oxalate in solution, respectively, *m*,*n* are stoichiometry values, *m=n=1*, *N* is dilution ratio. Then *N* can be expressed by:$$\begin{array}{l}
{N = \frac{\sqrt[{m + n}]{\frac{c_{Fe^{2 +}}^{m} \cdot c_{C2O4^{2 -}}^{n}}{{c_{Fe^{2 +}}^{m}}_{equ} \cdot {c_{C2O4^{2 -}}^{n}}_{equ}}}}{2S^{'}}} \\
 \\
\end{array}$$

2. Experimental {#sec2}
===============

2.1. Materials {#sec2.1}
--------------

Ferrous oxalate precipitation is performed by the chemical reaction in aqueous solution between ferrous sulfate and oxalic acid:

0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~*·*HNO~3~ is added to the ferrous sulfate solution to stabilize the ferrous ion for 60 days. The ferrous sulfate solution contains more than 99.9% ferrous.

The micro-concentration of ferrous is determined by the colour reaction between Fe^2+^ and 1,10-Phenanthroline. A preliminary study is carried out for the determination of ferrous oxalate solubilities under different conditions.

2.2. Experimental apparatus {#sec2.2}
---------------------------

Söhnel and Mullin \[[@bib13]\] has proposed a ''stopped-flow'' method to study the primary nucleation. In this paper, an improved apparatus is used to for the determination of the nucleation rate. The basic operating principle is schematically shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. Reactants are placed in two thermostated chambers. The two reactant solutions are rapidly and simultaneously pushed into the nucleation tube via 0.52MPa pressure air. The air is filtrated by pure water to remove the dust particles. In the nucleation tube, reactants are mixed and the high supersaturation initiates nucleation. The nucleation tube is a T-tube mixing device, the diameters of two inlet tubes and the outlet tube are all 2.0mm. At the exit of the tube, the nucleation is stopped by the stirred dilute solution in the square vessel.Fig. 1The principle scheme of the apparatus for nucleation measurements.Fig. 1

The nucleation time is an important parameter influencing the determination of nucleation rate. A millisecond counter device is used to measure the injection time, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. Switch of the millisecond counter device is controlled by the solution coming down from the nucleation tube.

2.3. Experimental procedure {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

(1)Dilution ratio in nucleation

The nucleation of ferrous oxalate is got experimentally by rapid simultaneous mixing 15.0ml ferrous sulfate (0.15 mol/L FeSO~4~+0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.075 mol/L H~2~SO~4~) and 15.0ml oxalic acid (0.35 mol/L H~2~C~2~O~4~+0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.075 mol/L H~2~SO~4~) in the nucleation tube via 0.52MPa pressure. The two solutions are initially heated to the preconcerted temperature. Experiments are realized by varying *S'* from 0.3 to 6.0, with *N* from 30 to 1.5, at the temperature of 25 °C, as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1The dilution ratio in ferrous oxalate nucleation rate deteimination.Table 1Tc(Fe^2+^)~0~/(mol/L)c(H~2~C~2~O~4~)~0~/(mol/L)SS′NNucleation time/(ms)~25°C~0.150.3546.70.811.017.70.150.3546.71.09.017.70.150.3546.71.37.017.70.150.3546.71.56.017.70.150.3546.71.85.017.70.150.3546.72.34.017.70.150.3546.73.03.017.70.150.3546.73.62.517.70.150.3546.74.52.017.70.150.3546.76.01.517.7

Then the mixture is rapidly diluted by the stirred dilute solution (0.10 mol/L H~2~C~2~O~4~+0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.15 mol/L H~2~SO~4~) in a 250ml vessel to stop further nucleation. The initial rotating speed is 3000 rpm and then turns to 300 rpm in 10 s. The initial *S* is 46.7. The nuclei generated grow in the dilution tank using the remaining material. The particle growth time is 5 min, growing to the suitably detected size. After the crystal growth, an ultrasonic probe is used to break the partially agglomerated ferrous oxalate particles. Then the number of crystals during the nucleation is calculated by the particle counter apparatus. The mixing time of 50mL solution is 2.60s measured by the millisecond counter device. This time corresponds to a flow rate of 19.2 ml s^−1^ and the nucleation time of 17.7 ms.

(2)Determination of nucleation rate

As above, the nucleation of ferrous oxalate is got experimentally by rapid simultaneous mixing 15.0--20.0ml ferrous sulfate (0.05--0.30 mol/L FeSO~4~+0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.125--0 mol/L H~2~SO~4~) and 15.0--20.0ml oxalic acid (0.25--0.50 mol/L H~2~C~2~O~4~+0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.125--0 mol/L H~2~SO~4~) in the nucleation tube via 0.52MPa pressure. Experiments are realized by varying the supersaturation ratio from 15.6 to 93.3 and at the temperature of 25 °C--50 °C, as shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The *S'* is controlled between 1.3 to 1.6, with *N* from 3.3 to 10.2. The initial *S* is from 15.6 to 93.3.Table 2The ferrous oxalate nucleation rate determination conditions.Table 2Tc(Fe^2+^)~0~/(mol/L)c(H~2~C~2~O~4~)~0~/(mol/L)SS′NNucleation time/(ms)25 °C0.300.5093.31.510.217.70.200.4062.21.57.517.70.150.3546.71.56.117.70.0900.2928.01.44.517.70.0700.2721.81.43.917.70.0500.2515.61.33.317.735 °C0.0700.2717.81.63.917.745 °C0.0700.2717.81.63.917.750 °C0.0700.2716.31.53.917.7

(3)Determination of crystal growth rate

For continuous precipitation operations are usually applied in industry to get a stable product, the ferrous oxalate crystal nucleus created in the tube during nucleation are used as the seed charge to simulate the conditions in the industry crystallizers. The ferrous oxalate crystal nucleus are got experimentally by rapid simultaneous mixing 15.0ml ferrous sulfate (0.070 mol/L FeSO~4~+ 0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.115 mol/L H~2~SO~4~) and 15.0ml oxalic acid (0.27 mol/L H~2~C~2~O~4~+ 0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.115 mol/L H~2~SO~4~) in the nucleation tube via 0.52MPa pressure. Each solution with ferrous oxalate crystal nucleus obtained above is put into a 250ml vessel, stirred and initially filled with the dilute solution (0.10 mol/L H~2~C~2~O~4~+0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~+0.15 mol/L H~2~SO~4~). The crystal nucleus size distribution is measured by a laser particle size analyzer in 5.0 min. An injector with a 0.22 μm filter membrane allows to sample the aqueous phase every 30 min. The particle growth time is about 5 h. The colour reaction between ferrous and 1,10-Phenanthroline is used to determine the micro-concentration of the ferrous in the aqueous phase.

Experiments are realized by varying the temperature from 15 °C to 45 °C. The *S'* is controlled between 1.4 to 2.8, with *N* from 2.1 to 3.9 and the initial *S* in the dilution tank from 17.8 to 28.0, as shown in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3The ferrous oxalate crystal growth rate deteimination conditions.Table 3Tc(Fe^2+^)~0~/(mol/L)c(H~2~C~2~O~4~)~0~/(mol/L)SS′NNucleation time/(ms)25 °C0.0700.2721.81.43.917.70.0700.2721.81.83.017.70.0700.2721.82.12.617.70.0700.2721.82.42.317.70.0700.2721.82.81.917.715 °C0.0700.2728.01.73.117.735 °C0.0700.2717.81.63.117.745 °C0.0700.2717.81.53.117.7

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Dilution ratio in nucleation {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------

The effect of *N* on nucleation rate in nucleation is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. It shows that when *N* is from 7.0 to 3.0, with *S'* from 1.3 to 3.0, the nucleation rate increases slowly and *N* is feasible to avoid crystal nucleus dissolving, secondary nucleation in the dilution.Fig. 2The effect of *N* on nucleation rate in nucleation.Fig. 2

3.2. Nucleation rate determination {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------

The solubility of ferrous oxalate is an important value for nucleation rate determination. The micro-concentration of ferrous is determined by the colour reaction with 1,10-Phenanthroline and the calibration curve is in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The ferrous oxalate solubilities under different conditions determined by us are shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 3The effect of c(Fe^2+^) with 1,10-Phenanthroline on A.Fig. 3Table 4The ferrous oxalate solubilities under different conditions.Table 4Fe^2+^ (g/L)Solution system15 °C25 °C35 °C45 °C50 °C0.10 mol/L H~2~C~2~O~4~ + 0.10 mol/L N~2~H~4~•HNO~3~ + 0.15 mol/L H~2~SO~4~0.0690.0900.110.110.12

The effect of the nucleation tube length on nucleation rate is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. It shows that the agglomeration is obvious when the nucleation time is more than 23 ms. The nucleation time is no more than17.7 ms in the experiments of nucleation rate determination.Fig. 4Effect of nucleation time on nucleation rate.Fig. 4

[Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is used to fit the experimental data obtained from different initial ferrous concentrations. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the nucleation rate plotted against *1/(lnS)*^*2*^，which is obtained at 25°Cfor supersaturation ratio values varying from 15.6 to 93.3, the correlation coefficient is 0.988. The mathematical treatment of the experimental data obtained at 25 °C gives the following homogeneous nucleation rate:$$R_{N} = B_{\hom} = 3.9\text{×}10^{13}\text{m}^{- 3}s^{- 1}\ \exp\left\{ \frac{- 13.7}{\left\lbrack \ln\ S \right\rbrack^{2}} \right\}$$Fig. 5Primary nucleation kinetics as a function of supersaturation ratio at 25 °C.Fig. 5

Nucleation is sensitive to temperature. The kinetic parameter *B* \[[@bib10]\] is practically temperature independent for temperature variations between 25 °C and 50 °C \[[@bib14]\]. While the kinetic parameter *A*~*N*~ depends on the temperature according to an Arrhenius expression:$$A = \text{~\!}A_{\text{0}}\ \exp\left\{ \frac{- E_{a}}{RT} \right\}$$

Therefore, the variation of the nucleation kinetics with temperature is mainly due to the pre-exponential factor variation. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the *\[lnR*~*N*~ *+ B/(lnS)\]* plotted against *1/T*, which is obtained from temperature variations between 25 and 50 °C, the correlation coefficient is 0.988. So homogeneous primary nucleation rate can be expressed by the following formula:$$R_{N} = B_{\hom} = 3.5 \times 10^{19}\text{m}^{- 3}s^{- 1}\ \exp\left\{ \frac{- 33.9KJ/mol}{RT} \right\}\exp\left\{ \frac{- 13.7}{\left\lbrack \ln\ S \right\rbrack^{2}} \right\}$$Fig. 6Temperature influence on primary nucleation.Fig. 6

3.3. Crystal growth rate determination {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------

Experiments are carried out as described in section [3.3](#sec3.3){ref-type="sec"}(2). At 25 °C, when *N* in the dilution tank is controlled from 2.1 to 3.9, the decrease of ferrous concentrations in different dilute solutions are shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Based on the influence of *t* on the ferrous concentrations *c* in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, when t～0 the value of *dc/dt* can be gained by differentiating for each curve.Fig. 7Influence of time on ferrous concentrations at 25 °C. The dilution ratio: 1, 2.1; 2, 2.3; 3, 2.6; 4, 3.1; 5, 3.9.Fig. 7Fig. 8Influence of ln(*C- C*~*equ*~) on ln*G* at 25 °C.Fig. 8

The experimental data deals with Eqs. [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that the growth rate is 2.4 order with respect to (*C-C*~*equ*~), as shown in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Then at 25 °C the following growth kinetic law is derived.

Experiments are carried out as described in section [3.3](#sec3.3){ref-type="sec"}(2). From 15 °C to 45 °C, when *N* in the dilution tank is controlled to 3.1, *S'* 1.4 to 1.7, the decrease of ferrous concentrations in different solutions are shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. Based on the influence of *t* on the ferrous concentrations *c* in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, when *t*～0 the value of *dc/dt* can be gained by differentiating of each curve.Fig. 9Influence of time on ferrous concentrations from 15 °C to 45 °C.Fig. 9

Temperature studies show that the crystal growth kinetic constant variation with temperature can be well expressed using an Arrhenius type equation. The experimental data treatment according to Eqs. [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows the *\[lnG-2.4ln(c-c*~*eq*~*)\]* plot against *1/T* for temperatures varying from 15 °C to 45 °C, as [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. From these data, the following expression is obtained:$$G = \text{~\!k}_{\text{g}}\ \exp\left\{ \frac{- E_{a}^{\prime}}{RT} \right\}\left( {c - c_{eq}} \right)^{g} = 3.6 \times 10^{13}\left( {\text{mol/}L} \right)^{- 2.4}\left( {m/s} \right)\exp\left\{ \frac{- 58.0KJ/mol}{RT} \right\}\left( {c - c_{eq}} \right)^{2.4}$$Fig. 10Influence of \[ln*G*-2.4ln(*c-c*~*eq*~)\] plot on 1/T from 15 °C to 45 °C.Fig. 10

Bhat et al. \[[@bib16]\] carried out a correlation between applied elastic stress and reduction in growth velocity of large potash alum crystals. The more the crystal was stressed the less it grew. A growth retardation effect due to the presence of lattice strain and deformation was also discovered for the crystallizing systems Rochelle salt \[[@bib17]\] and proteins \[[@bib18]\]. Meadhra et al. \[[@bib19]\] investigated the kinetic behaviour of fines of ammonium sulphate produced in a crystalliser. The results supported the hypothesis that the increased level of internal strain in fragments produced by attrition reduced the growth rates of the crystals.

To simulate the continuous precipitation operations in the industry, the ferrous oxalate crystal nucleus created in the tube during nucleation are used as the seed charge. The mass percentage of the crystal nucleus is 14%--21% of the product particles in the dilution tank. The internal strain and deformation in particles produced by attrition from stirring reduced the growth rates of the crystals and make the activation energy crystal growth of ferrous oxalate is higher than that of nucleation.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

An improved apparatus is used for nucleation measurements according to Nielsen\'s method. And a new method is proposed to calculate the dilution ratio of the reaction solutions during nucleation rate determination. The method is successfully used here for the determination of nucleation rate expression of ferrous oxalate. With the rule, when the initial apparent supersaturation ratio *S′* in the dilution tank is controlled from 1.3 to 3.0, crystal nucleus dissolving and secondary nucleation can be avoided satisfactorily. To simulate the continuous precipitation operations in the industry crystallizers, the ferrous oxalate crystal nucleus created in the tube during nucleation are used as the seed charge and the growth kinetics of ferrous oxalate is also obtained.
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